
Harold '.7eleberh Hyattstown, Lid. 20734 7/7/66 

Lord Bprtrend Russell 
Penryhiudreeth, Wales 
Great Britain 

Deer Lord Russell, 

A month ego, ate the suggestion of Sally Belfrege, I sent you by airmail a cony of 
my book nhitewash: The Report on the '.warren Report". If one of your secretaries has 
the time, I'd appreciate knoeine whether it has reached you, for my mil, including 
to Greet Britain, has been remarkably undependable. 

If, upon reading it, you feel that you con in any way help with it, I've very much 
appreciate any effort you could make. ilyte anxious for its publication in Britain, 
which could coot much less than in the waited States, but where the same fears exist. 
I should also like to have IX offered for sale there, even though the cost of the book 
plus the cost of granseortation will be high. This was a privet- to printing for which 
we have gone in debt and on which we hello yet to pay the printer anything, elthoueh 
right now the "success" af the book loeke us though we shell soon be able to. it will 
take all that comes of this edition to peer its costs, leaving nothing for the rather 
considerable cost of the book itself, a greet and expensive labor. Yet I hope there 
could b some interest in Britain, especially Where there is considerable eeprehension 
over current U.S. policies, in at least hevine copies ev'ilable. 

Should you hove any suggestions, I would welcome them. Also, in e]neland, I have a 
wonderful person for an agent. unlike his cowardly counterparts in the U.S., Mal* 
who would not even represent the subject mstter, he has really tried hard and, 
although I have never mat him, I know he must be a man of high princip,e. Leslie 
Frewin, who was quite excited by "'Initeeesh" rand had it appraised by some university 
don, almost did it. he declined for fear the Lane book will cream the marked. 

I would also like to sug est to you that those who are determined to pin this entire 
awful thing on Earl 'earren are grevously wrong. Vir. 'Marren re de his own mietekes, end 
for them he must be held to account. But to heap upon him, one of the more decent 
men in our society, all of the responsibilities of others it seems to me is both 
im oral end politically end historically and in plain rind simple fact quite wrong. 
It further, in the writine of some who make pretense of liberalism, hes reacted the 
point where the FBI is exalted, with writings dedicated to FBI agents without those 
participation the white ash would not have been possible. 

Here, =one others, I tall you with candor that I include Mr. Trevor-Roper in his 

J 
introduction to Mr. Lane's book, Mr. Epstein, *hos ineceureciee end errors are a 
great burden the ohere of us working in this fiel must face ( for the press has 
joined the book publishers in exalting milktoaet over meet and his book is now the 
great diversion ) and Mr. Lane, in his private mom= correspondence to me, if not 
in his book, which I have not read. 

May you have many more years to on0  tinue your courageous efforts. 

P.5. My English agent is Mr. Gordon 
Earbord, 53 S,. Martin's Lone, 	 Sincerely y )er s, 
uondon eC 2. 
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